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That Chun Hua girl did not bow either, she said directly, “Miss Jiu, these four hours are too short. We 

can’t finish cleaning at all. It’s exhausting for the four of us to get rid of these weeds. Let’s take a rest 

first. We’ll clean the house later.” Yun chujiu nodded. “Then how long do you need to rest before you 

can clean the house?” Seeing that Yun chujiu was so easy to talk to, Chun Hua nodded, her attitude 

became even more disrespectful. “Miss Jiu, you also know that the Maids of the Temple of Immortals 

are almost the same as the ladies of ordinary families. We rarely do such rough work, so naturally, we 

will be slower. If it really isn’t possible, you can just make do in the courtyard tonight. We will come and 

clean the house tomorrow.” Hearing Chun Hua’s words, Yun Chujiu’s expression remained unchanged. 

Instead, she asked the other three maids, “What do the three of you say?” Xia he pursed her lips. “Sister 

Chun Hua is right. We are born and raised in the Tian Yuan continent and rarely do hard work. We might 

not be able to finish cleaning in one day tomorrow. If ninth miss is really anxious, you can do it yourself. I 

reckon that you can do it better than us.” Qiu Yue and Dong Xue also agreed. “That’s right. If ninth miss 

is really anxious, you can do it yourself. You will definitely do it better than us.” Yun chujiu sneered in 

her heart. Is she mocking me for having a low background and doing manual labor all the time? “Chun 

Hua, come here for a moment. I have something for you.”Yun Chujiu hooked her finger at Chun Hua. 

Chun Hua pursed her lips. This Yun Chujiu was probably trying to bribe her with something. Humph, 

what good could a little girl from a low-level interface have? However, she still walked over. “Miss Jiu, 

what do you want to give me?” Yun chujiu suddenly leaped forward and kicked at Chun Hua. Chun Hua’s 

spiritual power was lower than Yun Chujiu’s, and she was not prepared at all. She was sent flying by Yun 

Chujiu’s kick and directly smashed into the door of the house, fortunately, the door was relatively sturdy 

and did not suffer any damage. On the contrary, Chun Hua directly fell and fainted. The other three 

maids were stunned at first, then they cried out in surprise and helped Chun Hua up. Xia he angrily 

asked, “Miss Jiu, what right do you have to Kick Chun Hua? The palace master’s wife has never hit us 

before, what right do you have?” Yun Chujiu’s eyes darkened, and she suddenly jumped towards her 

and grabbed her neck. Xia He’s face turned purple, and just as she was about to die, Yun chujiu let go 

and said coldly, “What right do you have? Just because I am the palace master’s wife, my aunt invited 

guests, and you are maids! Moreover, what right do idiots like you have to question me? People born 

and bred in the Tian Yuan continent? Is it that great? I’ll still beat Yin Sulian, and I’ll kill the Yin family’s 

secret guards. Do you think that your little maids can challenge me?” Yun chujiu turned around and 

kicked Qiu Yue and Dong Xue Away. “I’ll give you two hours. If you still can’t satisfy us, I’ll kill you. Do 

you think that my aunt will punish me for you four idiots who have offended their superiors?”Yun Chujiu 

said coldly. Chun Hua and the others felt that the little girl in front of them was like a completely 

different person from before. The little girl from before was weak and easy to bully, but now she was 

like a Jinx! It was comparable to the majesty of the Emperor, it was too scary! The four of them got up 

and quickly cleaned up. This time, it was completely different from before. They wished they could grow 

two more hands and even pull out the grass on the roof. Yun chujiu sneered in her heart. Some people 

bullied the weak and were afraid of the strong. She had to teach them a lesson so that they would 

understand what it meant to be tactful. 

 


